Information for patients referred for consideration of robotic radical prostatetcomy
To make a referral, complete and fax this form to 01223 281271, or complete it and send it to:
Cambridge Urology Partnership, Nuffield Health Cambridge Hospital, 4 Trumpington Rd, Cambridge, CB2 8AF
You may also fax/send an accompanying letter/ print out if you wish to do so. Any supplementary information should be
included in this letter.
It is important to try and include all reports of relevant scans as requested, and we will need to see the original scans
prior to consideration of any treatment. The patient may bring them with them to their appointment.
Cambridge Urology Partnership will contact the patient and make an appointment.
DATE OF REFERRAL:

The Patient

Information about patient’s prostate cancer

SURNAME:

Date of diagnosis?

FIRST NAME:

Where was the cancer diagnosed?

ADDRESS:

The PSA at diagnosis?

DOB:

The most recent PSA?

Date:

TEL No:

Prostate volume on transrectal ultrasound
(if known)

WORK NO:

Gleason Grade*1 (if known)

MOBILE NO:

E-Mail:

Does the pt have a previous urological history?

No of involved cores*2 (if known)

Y

N

T stage of tumour*3 (if known)

Medical History:

Have you had any of the following investigations*4?
If so, please state the date and provide the report on a
separate sheet.
MRI?

CT?

Bone Scan?

Medication:

Have you had any other treatment for prostate cancer
including hormonal treatment*5?

Does the pt take aspirin / clopidogrel / warfarin

Allergies

Y

N

Body mass index (BMI)

Your GP:
NAME:

Your Urologist
NAME:

ADDRESS:

ADDRESS:

TEL NO:

TEL NO:

FAX NO:

FAX NO:

*1:The Gleason grade in prostate cancer gives an indication of the degree of
aggressiveness of the tumour. It is denoted as two numbers which are added together
to give a score (e.g. 3+3 = 6, 3+4 = 7, 5+3= 8 up to a total score of 10)
*2: The number of involved cores compared to the total number of prostate cores taken
at biopsy gives an indication of the volume of the disease
*3: The ‘T’ Stage of a prostate cancer gives an indication of its extent. Initially this
will be a clinical impression from the ‘feel’ of your prostate to your urologist. If your
tumour is impalpable and was picked up only through a raised PSA and biopsies, it
would be a T1c. A palpable tumour on one (T2a) or both sides (T2b) of the prostate
will have a higher T-stage.
*4 :MRI (magnetic resonance imaging, computerised tomographic (CT) and bone scans
are not indicated in all patients. You may not have had a scan if you have an early
stage
tumour
*5 :Have you been started on hormone treatment (e.g. Casodex, Prostap
or Zoladex)? Have you had brachytherapy or radiotherapy which may affect
our ability to offer you robotic surgery? If you have not had any treatment,
what treatment has been offered or recommended for your prostate cancer?

